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Abstract

The 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) is the standard gold for diagnosing heart
abnormalities. Although being a non-invasive procedure, it is uncomfortable due to
the number and location of the skin electrodes needed to obtain the conventional 12
leads that provide the information. However, that information is redundant since
only 3 leads are necessary to retrieve it. Hence, different ECG monitors use this
statement to derive the standard 12 leads from a minimum of 3 different leads and
therefore reducing the number of electrodes from 10 to 5. To achieve it, patient-
specific transform matrices are the state-of-the-art. Each person has a particular
transform matrix that allows to obtain the conventional leads. These matrices are
obtained by different multiple regression techniques.
This project aims to develop a low cost ECG system with 5 comfortable electrode
locations (basically not thorax), from which it is possible to obtain the standard 12
leads with an irrelevant loss of diagnostic information. In order to do it, 3 patient-
specific matrices obtained by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and direct linear
regression are analyzed. The results show a bad performance of the direct linear
regression matrix, with correlations between the original and the synthesized leads
around 75%. On the other hand, matrices using SVD get correlations around 97%.
In addition, it is proved that matrices are personal and still working correctly a week
after calibrating them for the first time.

Abstract (Spanish)

El electrocardiograma (ECG) de 12 derivaciones es el criterio de referencia para
el diagnostico de anomalías del corazón. Pese a ser un procedimiento no invasivo,
es incómodo debido al númro y localización de los electrodos de piel necesarios
para obtener las 12 derivaciones convencionales que proporcionan la información.
Sin embargo, esa información es redundante puesto que solo 3 derivaciones son
necesarias para recuperarla. Por tanto, diferentes monitores de ECG usan este
enunciado para derivar las 12 derivaciones estándar a partir de mínimo 3 diferentes
y así reducir el número de electrodos de 10 a 5. Para conseguirlo, matrices paciente-
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específicas están a la vanguarda. Cada persona tiene una matriz particular de
transformación que permite obtener las derivaciones convencionales. Estas matrices
son obtenidas mediante diferentes técnicas de multiple regresión.
Este proyecto tiene como objetivo desarrollar un sistema de ECG de bajo costo
con 5 ubicaciones de electrodos cómodas (basicamente no tórax), a partir del cual
es posible obtener las 12 derivaciones estándar con una pérdida de información
de diagnóstico irrelevante. Para ello, se analizan 3 matrices paciente-específicas
obtenidas por descomposición de valores singulares (SVD) y regresión lineal directa.
Los resultados muestran un mal rendimiento de la matriz de regresión lineal directa,
con correlaciones entre la original y las derivaciones sintetizadas en torno al 75
%. Por otro lado, las matrices que usan SVD obtienen correlaciones en torno al 97
%. Además, se demuestra que las matrices son personales y siguen funcionando
correctamente una semana después de calibrarlas por primera vez.

Abstract (Catalan)

L’electrocardiograma (ECG) de 12 derivacions és el criteri de referència per al
diagnòstic d’anomalies del cor. Tot i ser un procediment no invasiu, és incòmode
a causa del número i localització dels elèctrodes de pell necessaris per obtenir les
12 derivacions convencionals que proporcionen la informació. No obstant això,
aquesta informació és redundant ja que nomès 3 derivacions són necessàries per
recuperar-la. Per tant, diferents monitors d’ECG fan ús d’aquest enunciat per derivar
les 12 derivacions estàndard a partir de mínim 3 diferents i així reduir el nombre
d’elèctrodes de 10 a 5. Per aconseguir-ho, matrius pacient-específiques estan a la
vanguarda. Cada persona té una matriu particular de transformació que permet
obtenir les derivacions convencionals. Aquestes matrius són obtingudes mitjançant
diferents tècniques de múltiple regressió.
Aquest projecte té com a objectiu desenvolupar un sistema d’ECG de baix cost amb 5
ubicacions d’elèctrodes còmodes (bàsicament no tòrax), a partir del qual és possible
obtenir les 12 derivacions estàndard amb una pèrdua de inofrmació diagnòstica
irrellevant. Per a això, s’analitzen 3 matrius pacient-específiques obtingudes per
descomposició de valors singulars (SVD) i regressió lineal directa. Els resultats
mostren un mal rendiment de la matriu de regressió lineal directa, amb correlacions
entre l’original i les derivacions sintetitzades al voltant del 75 %. D’altra banda,
les matrius que fan servir SVD obtenen correlacions al voltant del 97 %. A més, es
demostra que les matrius són personals i segueixen funcionant correctament una
setmana després de calibrar-les per primera vegada.
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1Introduction

„Ups and downs in life are very important to keep
us going, because a straight line even in an ECG
means we are not alive

— Ratan Tata

1.1 Motivation and problem statement

Medical diagnosis dates back as far as it is known to ancient Egypt (2nd millenium
BC) where a medical textbook was found which applies rational criteria to the
treatment of illnesses. Since then, many civilizations and cultures have improved
diagnosis by expanding the knowledge of diseases and its symptoms and creating
new methodologies to proceed. To date, diagnosis is a huge field which embraces all
kind of fields such as genetics, complex chemicals reactions and even biophysical
measures. The electrocardiogram (ECG or EKG) is found within this last example. It
is capable of diagnosing, among other heart abnormalities, ischemic heart diseases,
which is one of the leading death causes [1, 2].

The term electrocardiogram was first coined by Willem Einthoven to name the wave
resulting from measuring the electrical activity of the heart among the limbs. In 1901,
inspired by the previous work of Augustus Waller, Einthoven successfully developed
a new string galvanometer with very high sensitivity, which he implemented in his
nearly 300 kg electrocardiograph [3]. Thenceforth a new branch of research had
emerged. Electrode positioning was studied to obtain different leads and relate them
to cardiovascular diseases (e.g. arrhythmias). Einthoven, Wilson and Goldberger
proposed a set of 12 different leads which led to the 12-lead ECG standardization
in 1954 [4]. Meanwhile technology evolved too, making the electrocardiogram the
best non-invasive procedure to detect heart abnormalities.
Nowadays, the ECG is an available and settled procedure in clinical and ambulatory
environments. In comparison with the beginning of the 20th Century, where they
occupied a whole hospital room, electrocardiographs are currently being designed
so that they can be easily transported anywhere and even in special cases people
can wear it while it monitors the electrical activity of the heart.
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The standard 12-lead ECG is the most frequently used tool for diagnosing cardiac
diseases. Actually, it is the only non-invasive procedure accepted in terms of diagnos-
tic quality tracing. It uses 10 electrodes placed on well-defined positions on the body,
6 on the torso and 4 distally on the limbs. In addition, more electrodes positions
have been already studied to enhance the diagnosis if the patient’s state demands it.
However, during several situations, e.g. stress testing, long-term monitoring or emer-
gency cases standard 12-lead ECG turns out to be unpractical for several reasons.
It is well known that limb electrodes tend to add more muscle interference to the
signal. Nonetheless placing the electrodes closer to the thorax reduces this artifact.
On the other hand, precordial electrodes must be carefully placed in exact positions
on the chest, which is time expensive. It also requires professional aid, which is
an inconvenient specially for home measures. Furthermore, top clothing should be
removed as well as chest hair must be shaved in case of having it. These actions
are uncomfortable, particularly for women (whose modesty must be ensured) and
children whose breast and thorax size make more unpleasant and difficult to place
the 6 chest electrodes.

1.2 Current technologies and state-of-the-art

There are other procedures which try to avoid this kind of problems by placing less
electrodes and/or changing their locations. For example there is the Mason-Likar
system [5], where the limb electrodes of the 12-lead ECG are relocated to the closest
part of the thorax. Nevertheless, the number of electrodes is still the same and
although limb leads are treated as the standard ones they are not. A procedure
which uses less electrodes is the EASI method [6]. It was proposed by Dower and
uses 4 electrodes in not standard positions on the chest and 1 connected conveniently
to the ground. Then, from these electrodes the system obtains 3 different leads
which are mathematically treated to obtain the standard 12 leads.
Therefore, from not-standard leads these modules are able to reproduce the conven-
tional 12 leads. It is important to end up with the 12 leads because the majority
of recommended ECG criteria (e.g criteria for acute myocardial infarction) have
been derived and validated using the 12-lead ECG so that using another set of leads
would imply creating new diagnosis criteria.
The counterpart of using this kind of techniques is that even if some are able to
synthesize the 12 leads with relative high accuracy, the correlation between the real
and the synthesized one is not enough. In other words, due to a loss of information
these procedures cannot be used for diagnostic purposes but for monitoring. It does
not mean they are useless. On the contrary, it has been proven that a continuous
monitoring of the electrical activity of the heart helps on detecting abnormalities, i.e.
transient events which standard 12-lead ECG would not detect. However, there are
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some diseases which must be verified or diagnosed with the 12-lead ECG such as
abnormalities that depends on the shape of the signal [7].

To this day, researchers have proven the possibility of reconstructing the 12 standard
leads from a smaller subset of 3 standard leads [8, 9] or as in the EASI method from
not-standard leads [10, 11] with acceptable similarity either in the wave shape or in
diagnostic parameters [12]. It has also been studied several methods to relate the
smaller subsets to the 12 standard leads such as transformation matrices obtained sta-
tistically from multiple regression techniques or by means of an electrophisiological
model of the body.

By the moment, state-of-the-art is in patient-specific transform matrices, which have
shown better results [8]. That agrees with the general tendency of health care to
evolve towards a more personalized diagnostic and treatment. A novel method to
obtained these matrices is by using Single Value Decomposition (SVD). There are
also being studied differential leads (placing several electrodes close to each other)
to determine the best position and how leads shape vary.
On the other hand, body is being modeled with high precision thanks to supercom-
puter simulations to determine how the electrical potential propagates around the
body and try to figure a mathematical relation between the leads and the heart
potential.

1.3 Objectives

World population has rapidly increased over the past decades. People live longer
so that older population continues to grow, to the extent that elderly people will
outnumber younger ones soon. Unfortunately, this fact implies future oversaturated
hospitals and population with independency issues due to diseases and other mal-
adies of aging. To solve this problem, health care needs to evolve towards a “home
care system”, meaning that services currently offered mostly in hospitals will be
adapted to be as usable as possible by people themselves. Therefore, this path should
be followed every time it is possible during the development of the project.

The aim of this project is to synthesize the standard 12 leads from a not standard
set obtained by using a maximum of 5 electrodes. Moreover it must fulfill to have
an irrelevant loss of diagnostic information that enables the system to monitor the
heart electrical signals. To that purpose, it would be necessary the design of a circuit
able to filter the signal to remove the interferences and to increase the gain so that
the signal can be visualized in an appropriate way.
The system should be also a low cost ECG whose design is pretended to be com-
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fortable and usable in clinical and ambulatory environments. For that reason, it is
avoided the requirement of taking top clothing off to place electrodes on the thorax
as in the 12-lead ECG or in the EASI method. Hence, limbs and neck will be the
principal location of the electrodes.

Within the project it is intrinsically understood the necessity of implementing a
software that works for the wide range of population possible, so that different
patients will be studied and their results will be compared.

Summing up, the project pretends to built a system as the EASI method, able
to monitor the electrical heart activity with few electrodes. However, difference
remains in comfortability which will be enhanced by placing the electrodes in
different positions and the method to synthesize the leads.

1.4 Thesis Approach

Firstly, a circuit able to obtain ECG signal should be designed. Once this is made, it
is necessary to start developing software to process the data acquired from it. The
following step is taking measures on volunteers to analyze the information given
by the signals when placing electrodes in different positions. It will also help to
improve software as well.
Moreover, databases registers can be used to run some tests in order to see similarities
with previous works and check code performance.

After running these tests not-standard sets of leads ought to be selected. Thereafter,
they will be applied in the synthesis of a smaller set of standard leads which will
have been previously proven that are sufficient to reconstruct the standard 12 leads.
In doing so, it is confirmed the possibility of synthesizing the 12-lead ECG. From
these reconstruction, several results will be studied to see the performance of the
algorithms in front of different situations.

As a final step a set will be chosen to finally synthesize the 12 standard lead. Then,
these signals will be compared to the original ones and analyze the results of applying
the different designed methods.
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1.5 Thesis Structure

Chapter 2

In this chapter are settled the fundamentals of electrocardiography. It is explained
the anatomy and electrophysiology of the heart as well as the electrocardiogram:
leads and electrode positioning, signal etc. Furthermore, it is justified why can be
reconstructed the standard 12 leads from a smaller set of not-standard leads.

Chapter 3

It this chapter it is explained the circuit. That is, the specifications it should fulfill to
be classified as a ECG monitor module, the components that compound the circuit
and its characterization (i.e. gain, bandwidth and CMRR). It is also mentioned the
procedure to acquired the measures.

Chapter 4

In this chapter it is contained the whole development of the software. It is explained
how the signal is pre-processed as well as the different methods that the algorithms
implement to obtain the results. Additionally they are explained the SVD technique
and the different types of transform matrices.

Chapter 5

In this chapter are presented the results of running different test over measures from
volunteers. They are analyzed to see how the system behaves in front of different
situations. Finally, it is synthesized the standard 12 leads and compared with the
original ones.

Chapter 6

In this chapter are summarized and discussed the different results as a final conclu-
sion about the project. There are also reviewed the goals and explained the forward
outlook.
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2Theoretical framework

In this section are presented the basic concepts about electrocardiography and its
relation with the formation of a lead [13].
First of all, it is important to have some ideas about the main organ being studied
through an electrocardiogram: the heart. At the beginning its anatomy is described .
Then it is explained how the heart and the rest of our body is modeled, since it is
the base that backs the project up. Finally it is explained how the ECG works as well
as the ECG signal.

2.1 Heart Basics

The heart is an organ we cannot live without it. It is the main organ of the circulatory
system and so is related at first with the flow of blood. Nonetheless, to perform that
pump, the heart needs to be able to create an electric current at a certain constantly
rhythm so that it is first an electrical source before a blood pump.

2.1.1 Anatomy

The heart is located in the chest between the lungs (about 1.5 cm to the left of the
midsagittal plane) behind the sternum and above the diaphragm. It consists of four
compartments: the right and left atria and ventricles. It is normally oriented at 30°
to each plane so that the right ventricle occupies the frontal position while the left
atrium is at the posterior part.
It also has four valves to control the blood flow which is as follows: blood comes
from the systemic circulation to the right atrium. From there it goes through the
tricuspid valve to the right ventricle. Then it is ejected from the right ventricle
through the pulmonary valve to the lungs. Once blood has oxygenated, it returns to
the left atrium and from there through the mitral valve to the left ventricle. Finally
blood is pumped through the aortic valve to the aorta and the systemic circulation
again. The whole process is summarised in Fig.2.1.
According to that, it is logical that the left ventricular wall and the septum are
much thicker than the right ventricular wall, since the left ventricle pumps blood
to the systemic circulation, where the pressure is considerably higher than for the
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pulmonary circulation. That has electrical importance because current will face
different resistances depending on the situation.

Fig. 2.1.: Pathway of blood flow through the heart.

2.1.2 Electrophisiology

In the heart muscle cell, or cardiac myocyte, electric impulse starts with the inflow
of sodium ions across the cell membrane which makes the cell pass from a -80 mV
resting potential to 20 mV. Thereafter follows a plateau phase due the simultaneous
outflow and inflow of potassium and calcium respectively. When calcium channels
close, the outflow of potassium ions makes the cell to repolarize again. The duration
of that impulse is about 300 ms.
The mechanical contraction occurs a little later because of this electrical impulse. An
important distinction between cardiac muscle tissue and skeletal muscle is that in
cardiac muscle, activation can propagate from one cell to another in any direction. As
a result, the activation wavefronts are of rather complex shape. The only exception is
the boundary between the atria and ventricles, where the activation wave normally
cannot cross except along a special conduction system, since a non-conducting
barrier of fibrous tissue is present.
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Conduction system

Located in the right atrium at the superior vena cava is the sinus node (sinoatrial
or SA node) which consists of specialized muscle cells and it is about 15 mm long
and 5 mm wide (see Fig.2.2). The SA nodal cells are self-excitatory, pacemaker cells.
From the SA node, activation propagates throughout the atria. To do so the wave
needs to pass through the atrioventricular node (AV node).
The AV node is located at the boundary between the atria and ventricles; it has an
intrinsic frequency of about 50 pulses/min. However, if the AV node is triggered with
a higher pulse frequency, it follows this higher frequency. In a normal heart, the AV
node provides the only conducting path from the atria to the ventricles. Thus, under
normal conditions, the latter can be excited only by pulses that propagate through
it. Propagation from the AV node to the ventricles is provided by a specialized
conduction system.

Fig. 2.2.: Propagation of the electric impulse though the conduction system of the heart.

This system is composed of a common bundle, called the bundle of His. It spreads
into two bundle branches propagating along each side of the septum, constituting
the right and left bundle branches which ramify into Purkinje fibers that diverge to
the inner sides of the ventricular walls. Propagation along the conduction system
takes place at a relatively high speed once it is within the ventricular region, but
prior to this (through the AV node) the velocity is extremely slow. In Fig.2.3 it is
shown the action potential of each part and their propagation with respect time.
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Fig. 2.3.: Action potential evolution during a heart beat [13].

2.2 Model

A model is essential to comprehend and retrieve information from the ECG signal.
Since heart potential is not usually measured directly on the heart but on the surface
of the skin, the body should be also included into the model. Hence, there can be
distinguished two parts when modelling: the source of the electric potential, which
is the heart; and the volume conductor and its boundaries, which is the rest of our
body.

2.2.1 Basic Models of the Volume Source

Nowadays the state-of-the-art is evolving towards patient-specific or pathologic-
specific modelling. Those models are not anymore analytical but require from
computational simulations. Here are just presented some classical and generic
models of the heart as an electrical source:

Dipole: the dipole model consists in a fixed dipole which can freely orientate itself
and change its momentum. It means it has three independent variables in the
space.

Moving dipole: it behaves as the normal dipole except its location can also vary.
Therefore it has six independent variables.
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Multiple dipole: it is form by several dipoles or moving dipoles. Thus, the number
of independent variables is equivalent to the number of dipoles or three times
bigger respectively.

Multipole: it is physically the most accurate model since any source configuration
can be achieved by a sum of enough multipoles. Independent variables is n+ 1,
being n the number of monopoles that constitute the multipole.

According to these descriptions, the multipole seems to be the most precise among
these 4 models. However, it must be also taken into account its implementation,
which gets harder as the number of variables increases. Moreover, the more variables
the more sensitivity – that is, a system with a high number of variables is more
sensitive to any little change than one with an inferior number of variables and the
exact same independent measures.

2.2.2 Basic Models for volume conductor

At modelling, the body can be considered either as an infinite or a finite body. The
same also happens with its homogeneity. Depending on the chosen parameters to
begin the model these combinations are the most general ones:

Infinite, homogeneous: it is the trivial case. It ignores the boundary conditions as
well as the inhomogeneity of our body.

Finite, homogeneous: the simplest finite form is the sphere (with the source at its
center), which turns out that for a dipole source the field at the surface has
the same form as in the infinite homogeneous volume conductor at the same
radius except that its magnitude is three times greater. An improvement to this
model is considering volume with its real shape, taking into consideration the
thorax, the head, etc.

Finite, inhomogeneous: this model maintains the boundary conditions and adds
at least one inhomogeneity such as low-conductivity lung tissue, surface muscle
layer, non-conducting bones (e.g. the sternum).

Models are mentioned in increasingly difficulty order being the spherical case one
of the last cases that can be analytically solved. The rest of the models need
computational assistance as complex source models. Actually, there are simulations
that require supercomputational processing.
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2.2.3 Lead theory

As a heart model, the choice that fits better to the project is the dipole model
approximation, where the body is treated either as a homogeneous medium with no
boundaries or as a spherical form. These are analytical and simple models. However,
since the project is not oriented in such a way that calculus from models is needed,
it is not worthy to add levels of complexity to the model. Actually, it is easier to
comprehend this model, which is enough to justify the basic idea of the project.

Lead vector or heart vector projection is a useful concept to understand models with
a dipole in a fixed location as a source. Although the theory reached its peak with
E. Frank [14], Waller and Einthoven already suggested that the electrical activity
of the heart could be represented by a dipole and that the lead recordings were
projections of this dipole onto the lead axis. The theory assumes that the human
body is a heterogeneous linear resistive electric conducting medium. It also assumes
that the electrical activation of heart is represented at each instant of time by a single
equivalent dipole whose location is fixed but its orientation and moment are variable.
It does not specify any boundary conditions of the body neither inhomogeneities. It
is then a general theory that can be particularized to any conductive volume model
using a dipole approximation, e.g. the simple 2D model of Einthoven (see Fig.2.4).

Let the dipole representing the heart be:

p = px + jpy + kpz (2.1)

where px, py, pz are the time dependent scalar components of the dipole moment
and i, j, k are the standard unit vectors.
Now let the potential difference V (with respect to a zero value assigned in the
midpotential of the dipole) be expressed as:

V = c·p = cxpx + cypy + czpz (2.2)

where c – the lead vector – is defined in a homologous way as p. The vector
components of c depend on shape, size, characteristics of the medium and the
location of the dipole.
From here, it can be defined electrode voltages. Firstly, unipolar voltages are
theoretically measured with respect to the dipole midpotential, so that they are
equivalent to the eq.2.2. Instead, bipolar voltages are defined as the difference of
two unipolar electrodes:

VI = VL − VR = cI · p (2.3)

where cI = cL − cR, which is a vector with origin at electrode R and ending at
electrode L.
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Back to Einthoven’s model example, it takes the limbs (except the right leg connected
to the ground) as edges of an equilateral triangle, whose center is occupied by the
heart-vector. Then it is possible to measure three bipolar voltages called lead I, lead
II and lead III (see Fig.2.4). If distances are normalized and the lead vectors are
calculated, it is obtained the following set of equations for VI,VII and VIII respectively:

VI = py

VII = 0.5py − 0.87pz

VIII = −0.5py − 0.87pz

(2.4)

Notice there are just two independent equations in this set because there is missing
a dimension. It means, according to Einthoven’s development VI + VIII = VII.

Fig. 2.4.: Einthoven triangle, corresponding to the standard 3 limb leads. They can be
shown also the correspondent lead vectors and the heart dipole [13].

The final purpose is finding px,py and pz so that in principle three independent
equations are needed. That is, the lead vectors of each equation must form a linear
independent set.

Since limbic leads are the easiest one to obtain – and they do not present any
comfortability problem an their location do not have to be as precise as precordial
leads do – it only lacks an equation with a lead vector containing information about
the sagittal axis so that they form a linear independent set.
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2.3 Electrocardiogram

Now that the fundamentals of the heart and its models are settled, it is important to
explain the electrocardiogram itself. ECG is a non-invasive recording of the electrical
activity used in a lot of situations such as surgical procedures, treadmill tests, Holter
monitoring, etc. Depending on the situation and the results that are wanted to
obtain, different ECG methods are used. Above all these different methods there is
the gold standard of electrocardiography, which is the 12-lead standard ECG.

2.3.1 12-lead ECG

The standard 12-lead electrocardiogram is one of the most important and most
frequently used tools for diagnosing cardiac diseases, although several different
examination modalities in cardiology have been developed over the years.
The standard ECG uses 10 electrodes: a reference electrode placed on the right leg
(RL), 3 limb electrodes placed on the other extremities, and 6 precordial or chest
electrodes placed on well-defined positions on the chest (see Fig.2.5).

Fig. 2.5.: On the left, there are shown the location of the limb electrodes when there is
movement (on the contrary they would be placed at the edges). On the right,
they can be shown the 6 different precordial electrode locations.

From these 10 electrodes are obtained the 12 leads: the 3 limb leads (I, II, and III),
the augmented limb leads (aVR, aVL, and aVF), and the precordial leads (V1–V6).
This firstly began with the development of the limb leads by Einthoven. As seen
previously, this leads are obtained from the potential difference coming from limb
electrodes:

Lead I : VI = φL − φR

Lead II : VII = φF − φR

Lead III : VIII = φF − φL

(2.5)
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with VI, VII, VIII being the voltage of its respective lead, and φR, φL, φF the potentials
of the right hand, left hand, and left food respectively. The same electrodes were
used by Goldberger to develop the augmented limb leads aV R, aV L and aV F .
These are defined as the voltage difference between each of the limb potentials and
the average of the other two limb potentials, e.g.:

aV R = φR −
φL + φF

2 (2.6)

The augmented lead can also be calculated theoretically from the limb leads such
that:

aV R = −VI+VII
2

aV L = VI−VIII
2

aV F = VII+VIII
2

(2.7)

In between the limb leads and the augmented limb leads, Wilson introduced the
concept of an independent reference called the Wilson Central Terminal (WCT) and
the six precordial leads (V1 to V6) where defined and included in the standard lead
set. These were obtained as unipolar leads, meaning the potential coming from the
6 chest electrodes where referred to that WCT.

WCT

The Wilson Central Terminal (WCT) is a voltage point of reference used by unipolar
electrodes (i.e. precordial electrodes). The WCT is obtained by averaging the
potential at the limbs referred to the reference electrode on the right leg using
three identical resistors (5 kΩ or higher depending on the output impedance from
electrodes) connected to a single point:

WCT = φR + φL + φF
3 (2.8)

By doing that, it is pretended to have a point at null potential. Nonetheless, few
studies have demonstrated that the WCT cannot be neither considered a “null”
potential [15, 16] nor should it be confused with the real center of the heart potential,
because the ECG signals travel through different trunks of an inhomogeneous volume
conductor. Nevertheless, WCT is still used because it has a relatively constant
potential throughout the cardiac cycle and the resultant waveform varies mainly
according to the potential at the given electrode.
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2.3.2 Temporal and frequency behavior of the ECG

The ECG signal is a differential signal measured between two different points on
the body surface. It was described by Waller and Einthoven as the projection of the
vector of polarization of the heart into a certain direction. When taken in different
directions with different electrodes, this measure provides a complete information
about the state of the heart.
The clearest example is the 12-lead ECG previously explained. Notice that the
potentials of the limb leads represent directions in the frontal plane, from –30° to
+120°, which are separated by intervals of 30° (see Fig.2.6). Additionally, precordial
leads are placed such that they spread to embrace the different cavities of the heart.
In doing this, it could be obtained information about hypertrophy of ventricles, atrial
fibrillations, myocardial infarctions, etc.

Fig. 2.6.: Direction of the different lead projections.

To acquired the measure properly it is important to know about the frequency
of the signal. Imagine the SA node fires at an average of 60 beats per minute
(bpm). That would correspond to a frequency of 1 Hz. This also means that the
rest of processes involved in the cardiac cycle will occur at or above this frequency
(excluding transient events). These processes are identified inside the ECG signal as
waves labeled with P, Q, R, S, T and U capital letters (see Fig.2.7).

• P wave: it is associated with right and left atrial depolarization, which spreads
from the SA node towards the AV node and from the right atrium to the
left atrium. This provokes atria to contract. Commonly it is related with
frequencies between 0.67 and 5 Hz.

• QRS complex: it represents ventricular depolarization, which provokes the
contraction of the ventricles. Usually QRS frequency is within 10-50 Hz.
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Fig. 2.7.: Different waves, segments and intervals of an ECG signal.

• T wave: it depicts ventricular repolarization. Ventricles relax and distend. Its
frequency range is within 1-7 Hz.

• U wave: are associated with the repolarization of the Purkinje fibers. The exact
source of the U wave remains unclear though. However it hardly ever appears
in a ECG because of its low amplitude.

Notice that atrial repolarization is not seen because it happens at the same time of
ventricular depolarization, whose amplitude in comparison is bigger.

It is also important to bear in mind the frequencies at which certain interferences
oscillates. In Fig.2.8 can be seen the multiple sources of signal recorded when
measuring ECG. Since it is captured through electrodes on the skin surface, it is
inevitable to obtain also interference. Respiration is obtained at a frequencies of
0.12-0.5 Hz whereas muscle noise is found within a wider range of 5 to 50 Hz. Power
line oscillates at 50 or 60 Hz and they interfere other sources such as skin-electrode
or RFI (radio frequency interference).

Eventually, deflections on ECG waves can be explained by the dipole model and the
lead theory. To make the explanation easier here is an example:

It has been told that P wave represents a depolarization which travels from the top
right of the right atria (SA node) towards the AV node and the left atria. From here
it can be defined an atrial depolarization vector which goes from right to left and
from the top to the bottom. Now, aV R lead points precisely in the opposite direction
since it starts at the middlepoint between the left arm and the left foot, and ends at
right arm. Therefore P wave would be seen as a downward deflection since it is the
result of a scalar product of two vectosr in opposite directions.
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Fig. 2.8.: Frequencies of the sources involved within the ECG measure and its relative
power.

Vector-cardiography is the measurement and display of these dipoles. In Fig.2.9 it
is shown the path of the dipole over a heartbeat loop and how it is related at each
instant of time to the ECG wave corresponding to lead I.

Fig. 2.9.: Propagation of the action potential over certain instants of time and its corre-
sponding ECG wave or segment. Orange represents a depolarization process
whereas red is the result of repolarization.

Notice that in a repolarization process the heart vector points towards the opposite
site.
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3Development of the ECG low cost
system

There are many commercial modules (e.g. BIOPAC MP36) which record ECG signals.
Nevertheless, these modules already have a configuration which may hamper the
record and measure of different not-standard positions. Therefore it is necessary to
make a circuit from scratch to be able to modify it and adapt it depending on the
situation.

The circuit consists in n ECG channels which simultaneously acquire ECG signals.
Each channel has two input and one output signal (see 3.1). Input signals coming
from the positive and negative electrodes pass through buffers in order to increase
the input impedance. This avoids a voltage drop and also removes capacitive
interference coupling through the wires. Then, they are filtered and differentiated
when passing through the instrumentation amplifier (in-amp) which also increases
the gain of the output signal as much as it is necessary. Finally, it passes through a
Sallen-Key filter, specifically, a 2nd order Butterworth filter.

Fig. 3.1.: Block diagram of an ECG channel.

It is important to recall the fact that there exist a significant difference between
diagnostic and monitoring measures. According to the American Heart Association
(AHA) the bandwidth of a diagnostic ECG should begin at 0.05 Hz in order to avoid
clinical important distortion such as ST-segment changes. However, if the measure
objective is to monitor the signal is preferable to raise the threshold to 0.5 Hz and
even in some cases 0.67 Hz so that a straight forward analysis of the rhythm can
be made. Nonetheless, it should be always kept in mind the negative effect that
this implies. AHA guidelines also states that bandwidth should end at 150 Hz in
adults, whereas children should be measured with a higher frequency of 250 Hz [17].
Instead, for monitoring this limit can be lowered in order to removed interference
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from power line, electromagnetic (EM) devices or involunteer muscle movements.
There are devices which set this limit at 100 Hz, 40 Hz and even 20 Hz. It should be
taken into account the benefits and the loss of information that will carry out that
decision.

Another important aspect when building the circuit is the common mode rejection
ratio (CMRR) of the instrumentation amplifier. CMRR measures the ability of a
differential input amplifier, to reject signals common to both inputs such as noise.
In other words, as the common-mode voltage differs from how it is specified, an
offset voltage appears at the input. This offset voltage is additionally amplified by
the differential gain of the device or circuit. It is measured by changing the input
common mode voltage and observing the change in the output voltage. It is a ratio
of power between the differential gain over the common-mode gain and it has units
of decibels.
The main source of common-mode is the power line at 50 Hz [18]. Thus, CMRR
ought to be specially analyzed at 50 Hz, where at least must be equal or greater than
60 dB for an ECG monitor.

3.1 Components of the circuit

Each channel of the circuit is composed by a TLE2074 operational amplifier (op-
amp) which constitute the buffers for both input signals and is the basis for the
Sallen-Key filter, a INA111 in-amp from Texas Instruments and a series of resistors
to design the filters and change the gain of the in-amp. Both amplifiers are powered
by batteries which supply a voltage of ±6 V to avoid interference coming from the
voltage supplier.

As explained before, buffers are introduced in the early beginning of the circuit so
that both input signals passes though a voltage follower. This introduces a high
input impedance in order to avoid load effects and be able to measure the voltage.
Moreover it reduces the power line interference of 50 Hz coming through the wires.
Nonetheless the intrusion of that interference through our bodies, which act as a
capacitor an introduce 50 Hz as well cannot be avoided.

Filtering is made to remove baseline wander as well as interferences such as the
power line and the muscle movements. Nonetheless, there are some filters such as
the one that removes the power line interference that are explained in chapter 4
because they are implemented later digitally. The circuit implements, analogically, a
bandpass filter after buffers output and an active Sallen-Key filter at the end.
The needed bandwidth for an ECG monitor system has been previously introduced.
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The circuit uses a bandpass filter composed by a HPF with a cut-off frequency of 0.5
Hz and a LPF of cut-off frequency of 108 Hz obtained with classical equation:

fc = 1
2πRC (3.1)

where R represents the value of the resistor used which are 470 kΩ and 820 kΩ
respectively for the HPF and the LPF and homologously C are the values of capacitors
which are 680 nF and 1.8 nF. These gives as a result cut-off frequencies of 0.5 Hz
and 107.8 Hz respectively.
In doing so, the baseline wander and respiration are removed, as they appear at
frequencies lower than 0.5 Hz. Moreover, with a LPF of cut-off frequency of 108
Hz, it is ensured to not lose relevant diagnosis information during this first filtering
stage.

After the filtering of the signals, both of them needs to be amplified in order to
visualize the signal correctly. The body produces an electric signal about the order
of millivolts. For that reason amplification must be carried out to adjust the voltage
to the dynamic range. It means, the signal should reach the order of volts. Since we
need to measure potential differences, it is need to set a differential configuration
such as the one of the INA111. Moreover, the use of an in-amp facilitates gain
control since it can be modified by changing a resistor according to the following
formula:

G = 1 + 50 kΩ
R

(3.2)

where R is the value of the resistor.
Notice that potential is different around the body so that gain may be adjusted
depending on the zone. Actually, the circuit retrieving the V2 lead uses a resistor
of 300 Ω instead of 100 Ω as used to the rest of the leads. This is due to the
proximity to the heart, which makes the signal bigger than the others. Because of
that, amplification must be reduced in order to avoid saturation and so the gain is
167.67 instead of 501.
On the other hand, the data-sheet of the INA111 specifies a CMRR of 106 dB at
50 Hz for a battery supplier of ±16 V

Finally, the circuit ends with an active Sallen-Key filter which filters and amplifies
the signal. Specifically, it is used a 2nd order Butterworth low pass filter. It is useful
because of its flatness. It means, other types like Chebyshev filters have an oscillatory
behavior around the cut-off frequency. This phenomenon would change the shape of
the signal, which for an electrocardiography diagnosis or monitoring is fundamental.
The filter has also low output impedance which is a good characteristic.
According to [19], the filter is designed so that it acts as a LPF with a cut-off
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frequency of 100 Hz and a gain of 8. Therefore, the final gain is theoretically 4008
for most of the leads, whereas 1341.36 for precordial leads.

3.2 Characterization

In order to see the real specifications of the circuit, the CMRR and the gain will be
characterized depending on the frequency.

Bandwidth was limited within the range of 0.5 Hz and 100 Hz. Nonetheless, it
should be remembered that this margin could vary.
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Fig. 3.2.: Gain and phase shift vs. frequency

As it can be seen in Fig.3.2, when the circuit is characterized the bandwidth appears
to be really within 0.2 and 80 Hz. This is not a problem since signal is filtered later
on (see chapter 4) with a HPF at 0.5 Hz and a limit of 80 Hz is wide enough. In
addition, the behavior of gain and phase shift is as expected. It can be also seen how
the HPF is an order of magnitude lower than the LPF, which is the result of two LPF,
a 1st order RC one and a 2nd order Butterworth.
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Fig. 3.3.: CMRR of the circuit including simulated electrodes, not-coupled buffers and the
INA111
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Recall CMRR was supposed to be around 106 dB at 50 Hz for a voltage supply of ±16
V. However, here it is characterized the CMRR of the whole circuit, which implies not
only the effect of the in-amp but also the disequilibrium of 25% introduced by the
electrodes, which were simulated as a capacitor of 1 nF in parallel with a resistor of
10 kΩ, and the not-coupled buffers. Therefore, Fig.3.3 shows an expected behavior
of the CMRR which at a frequency of 50 Hz is around 75 dB.

3.3 Scheme

To sum up, an ECG channel for retrieving leads (except precordial leads which uses
a 300 Ω resistor instead of a 100 Ω at the in-amp) looks like:

Fig. 3.4.: Circuit scheme of a single channel

They will be used as many channels as the final number of leads decided to be
measured.

3.4 Data acquisition

Finally, the hardware is completed with the acquisition National Instruments USB-
6259 module, which is used to acquire the data coming from the outputs of the
channels. Through a LabView program the signals coming from the different chan-
nels of our circuit can be visualized and stored in a computer. Signals are sampled at
a frequency of 1000 Hz in a continuous form so that data can be registered as long
as needed.
In addition, some other ECG registers have been adquired via Physionet databases
[20], which are mainly used to test and validate parts of the code.
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4Algorithms to process the ECG
signal

In order to analyze the data obtained by the different devices, data must be pre-
processed and then analyzed with optimum algorithms.
These algorithms can be basically divided into three different parts. First one consists
in cleaning the signal to make it optimum for the following processes. It means,
filtering interference, subtracting the baseline wander, and normalizing period and
amplitude if needed. Then, there is a training phase, where a small part of the
data is used to obtain the elements needed to synthesized the desired ECG signal.
Finally, this ECG signal is synthesized and compared with the original one within
the building phase.

4.1 Pre-processing

Before processing the data and obtaining results it is necessary to remove the
offset of the signals and eliminate all kind of artifacts that would interfere with a
correct performance of the processing part. That includes not just filtering certain
frequencies but normalizing the amplitude in some cases and the period. This last
part requires also a QRS complex detection process. In this specific case, it is used
the classical Pan-Tompkins algorithm [21] whose performance is checked using the
MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database Directory [22] from Physionet.

4.1.1 Filtering

Previously in chapter 3 the use of a bandpass filter was mentioned to get a signal
within a range of frequencies of 0.5-100 Hz. However, since the algorithm does not
work exclusively with signals coming from the designed circuit but from other devices
too, it is important to be sure that the baseline wander is removed. Additionally,
as it is seen in the characterization of the circuit, the cut-off frequency is not really
0.5 Hz but 0.2. Therefore, a high pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.5 Hz is
implemented with Matlab. It is used the command butter to generate the zeros and
the poles from a 3rd order Butterworth filter and then it is applied filtfilt, which
performs a zero-phase filtering.
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To subtract the interference caused by the power line at 50 Hz it is coded a notch
filter to avoid deleting higher frequencies. Specifically, it is done with the following
Matlab commands and parameters: the iirnotch command is used with a Q factor of
35. Afterwards, filtfilt is used again.
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Fig. 4.2.: Above: effect of the power line interference over the measure of the lead I; below:
notch filtering at 50 Hz.
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4.1.2 Period normalization

Heart rate variability (HRV) is the measure of how varies the time between heartbeats.
It is an important measure since a healthy person should neither have a very low
HRV nor a high HRV since this can be a sign of a cardiovascular disease (CVD). This
variability implies then different times between consecutive RR peaks which are
better to normalize. Otherwise synthesizing the 12 leads would be less accurate
in case of using a method which implies Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).
Moreover, it is necessary to normalized the period to synchronized not-simultaneous
measures.

The first step is to define the edges of one period, which are chosen to be the peaks
of the R waves. That choice is made because of the easiness of finding the R wave in
comparison with the rest of ECG waves. Thus, by using QRS detection (explained in
the following section) R waves are found among heartbeats so that segments are
measured from one R wave to the following for period transformation. Additionally
these periods are stored to be able to reconstruct the original signal with its own
period from the normalized one.

When normalizing the period, it is important to maintain the shape of the wave.
There exist many methods to do that conversion. In this specific case the signal is
normalized with the method proposed on [24] and showed below. It converts an
ECG signal yi = [yi(1), ...yi(n∗)] into xi = [xi(1), ...yi(n)] keeping its morphology but
with different lengths (i.e. Fig.4.3).

xi(j) = yi(j∗) + (yi(j∗ + 1)− yi(j∗)(rj − j∗) (4.1)

where rj = (j − 1)(n∗ − 1)/(n− 1) and j∗ is the integral part of rj .

4.1.3 Pan-Tompkins Algorithm

In 1985 Jiapu Pan and Willis J. Tompkins published their algorithm to detect the QRS
complex. Since then, many other algorithms have been developed. Actually, W. J.
Tompkins made another algorithm [25] the following year with Patrick S. Hamilton.
In the literature these two first algorithms were published in a theoretical way, with-
out offering their code. Therefore, in addition to their own algorithms, researchers
have developed lot of different versions from those codes, each one adapting them
to their own necessities (e.g. for patients with infarctions...).

For this project it is used Pan-Tompkins algorithm because of its robustness and its
good performance according to [26]. So that, it was used and implementation in
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Fig. 4.3.: V3 lead from s0421_rem patient of the PTB Diagnostic Database. In yellow the
original signal. Blue line represents the same signal with an RR period normalized
to 750 ms. Dashed line is obtained from the blue one by applying the original
period of time between the R waves.

Matlab [27], which had been already tested with the MIT-BIH Arrythmia database
from Physionet and updated at April 2018.
The code consists in two main parts: the pre-processing and the decision rule.

Pre-processing

The signal is prepared following 4 basic steps before making a decision about QRS
complexes.

Bandpass filter: the signal is filtered using a third order Butterworth bandpass
filter with cut-off frequencies of 5Hz and 15Hz to maximize the QRS energy
(see Fig.2.8) and suppress the baseline wander and muscle interference. Notice
that since it is not wanted the signal neither for monitoring nor diagnosing, it
can be restricted within this narrow range of frequencies.

Derivative filter: to provide information of the QRS complex slope it is applied the
following derivative filter, which accentuates QRS complexes relative to P and
T waves:

y(n) = 1
8[2x(n) + x(n− 1)− x(n− 3)− 2x(n− 4)] (4.2)
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Signal squaring: it amplifies the output of the derivative emphasizing the higher
frequencies and setting all values into positive ones.

Moving-window integrator: the signal is average by a window integrator, which
smooths the spiky signal coming from the squaring output. It is applied to
obtain wave form feature information. The window has the following equation:

y(n) = 1
N

[x(n− (N − 1)) + x(n− (N − 2)) + ...+ x(n)] (4.3)

where N is the number of samples in the width of the integration window,
which should be the wide of the QRS complex (about 150 ms).

Depending on the sampling frequency of the signal the filtering, options above are
changed to best match the characteristics of the ECG signal.

Decision rule

The decision is performed with an adaptive thresholding operation and other decision
rules. First of all the waveform is processed to produce a set of samples at the
location of the maxima in order to localize the candidates to QRS complexes. Then
the algorithm uses two threshold values (signal and noise thresholds, properly
initialized) to evaluate whether if the maxima is or not a QRS complex. These
thresholds are continuously adapting to the signal quality changing signal and noise
thresholds depending on the previous QRS detection (e.g. the threshold is lowered
if HR is not regular).

As QRS complex candidates are generated, the algorithm eliminates physically
impossible events as two QRS complexes within 200 ms, thereby reducing false
positives. Additionally, if an unreasonably long period has expired without an above
threshold peak, the algorithm will assume a QRS has been missed and perform a
search back. This limits the number of false negatives. Finally, if a QRS candidate
occurs after the 200 ms refractory period but within 360 ms of the previous QRS, the
algorithm determines whether this is a genuine QRS complex of the next heartbeat
or an abnormally prominent T wave.

4.2 Transform matrices

In order to synthesize the standard12 leads from a subset of less leads, it is clear
that is needed to pass from a smaller dimension to a bigger one. Thus, somehow
information from the subset of leads must be manipulated to expand and create
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dimensions. To do so, it is supposed that it exist a transformation matrix which
relates the source leads (acquired leads) with the target leads (desired leads).

There are several types of transformation matrices depending on how they are ob-
tained. The algorithms used in this project uses three different methods. One method
based on [8] where the transform matrix is found by Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD). The second method directly relates both dimensions, being the target leads
a linear combination of the source leads. The last transform matrix is a mixture of
both previous methods.

4.2.1 Singular Value Decomposition

SVD is a useful method when dealing with big matrices. It has plenty of useful
applications [28], however in this project it is used to decompose data matrices and
solving least squared problems.

SVD consist basically in the decomposition of an n×m matrix A into three matrices,
similar to the Eigen Value Decomposition (EVD).

An×m = Un×nΣn×mV
T

m×m (4.4)

In this case, A is decomposed into two square matrices and a diagonal matrix with
the same dimension as A. The vectors contained in matrices U and V are called the
left and right singular vectors respectively. U matrices carry out information about
the rows of the matrix A whereas V contains information about its columns.
On the other hand, Σ relates both concepts and gives them a weight within the
diagonal values of Σ, which by construction are non-negative and are ordered from
bigger to smaller values. Another interesting property from SVD is stated by a
corollary which tells that U and V are both orthogonal matrices. Hence, UUT = I

and preserves lengths.

It is applied in least square problems because of its computational performance.
Analytically, the straight forward solution to a least square problem Ax = b is
given by x = (ATA)−1ATb. Numerically, the formation of ATA can dramatically
degrade the accuracy of the computation so that it is a step to be avoided. SVD
offers a different way to approach to the solution of the problem. By using U and V
orthogonality it is arrived to the following compact solution:

x = V Σ†UTb (4.5)
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4.2.2 Types of matrices

There are three prominent types of lead reconstruction transforms, which are the
universal, population-specific, and patient-specific transforms. In most of the cases,
the transforms are fixed and do not adapt to changes over time. However, there are
adaptive matrices, but they do not show any improvement comparing its accuracy to
non-adaptive matrices [29]. Nonetheless they are better to deal with measures that
change either in the HR or movement since they adapt to these changes.

Universal transforms are those which can be applied to any patient regardless the
patient condition. It is widely accepted that this kind of transforms are not reliable
due to the wide degree of variance in the transforms across time and across patients.
This is logic since there are a lot of differences between people; from less specific as
it may be the gender, diseases and levels of aging to different composition of chest
tissues, different size, shape, or location and orientation of the heart. That makes
barely reliable a universal matrix based on statistical data or on a model. The most
common example is the Dower matrix which is based on a simple model that relates
the vector-cardiographic (VCG) leads [30] with the 12 standard leads.

Population-specific transforms have proven to be more effective than their universal
counterparts [31]. By segmenting patients in different groups based on their age,
gender, and disease classification, the transform becomes better customized and
produces more accurate reconstruction. However gender or age are quite general
topics so that they do not affect directly to the transform matrix but it is affected by
other aspects such as location and orientation of the heart, tissue structure...

Patient-specific transforms are found to perform best. This is the same as saying
that every patient has its own matrix according to its own characteristics, which is
logical.

Lead transformations can be carried out as a merely statistical procedure, without
any underlying physical model, or based on one (e.g. simple dipole model). The
first one involves a training phase during time enough to generate the transform
matrix. That process needs the source leads as well as the target leads. With the
use of standard multivariate regression, the estimated target leads are fitted to the
original target leads, yielding the reconstruction coefficients. On the other hand, the
model-based matrix coefficients are determined by the same model. Therefore, its
accuracy is directly related with the exactness of the model. A typical example is the
Dower matrix.
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4.2.3 Matrices

The project uses patient-specific matrix based on the idea that each person has its
own matrix. Moreover, the matrix is obtained via a training phase, which requires
initially a measure with the leads that thereafter are going to be synthesized. The
training period consist in measuring the source leads as well as the target leads in a
first measure. Then, from these measure are taken a certain number of beats to be
analyzed. The different signals are divided into the source and the target leads to
finally applied multivariate regression methods to relate one group with the other
by a matrix.
After the training period, the computed matrix is used to synthesize the target leads
just from signals belonging to the source leads.

Three different methods of creating matrices are used to test its performance. They
all use a 3 beat period training phase, meaning that 3 beats are taken to synthesize
the matrices needed later to reconstruct the signal.

Method 1

The first matrix is build as stated in [8]. Firstly, it is decomposed the matrix
containing the source leads as well as the target leads:

An×m = Un×nΣn×mV
T

m×m (4.6)

where n is the number of samples and m represents the number of leads.
Since Σ is a not squared diagonal matrix, and n > m, the system can be reduced so
that:

An×m = Ûn×mΣ̂m×mV
T

m×m (4.7)

In a same way, it is proceed to decomposed the matrix containing this time just the
source leads, which is the matrix it is supposed to obtain from the measures:

A
′
n×p = Û

′
n×pΣ̂′

p×pV
′T

p×p (4.8)

where p corresponds to the number of source leads.

Once this is done, they should be kept U and V matrices corresponding to the entire
set of leads since they carry the information about the 12 leads. Specifically, U and
V will contain information about the shape of the leads and the leads theirselves
respectively, so it is important to decomposed a clean regular 3 beat period.
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To pass into a higher dimension, we will use matrices Σ̂ and Σ̂′ , which weight the
different singular vectors of the other two matrices. To find a relation among Σ̂ and
Σ̂′

we define a transform matrix T 1 in a way that:

Σ̂m×m = T 1
m×pΣ̂′

p×m (4.9)

Notice that Σ̂′
has a different number of columns in order to fit to the dimension of

Σ̂. However to obtain T 1it is computationally recommended to first inverse Σ̂′
p×p

since it is square and then perform zero padding to match dimensions such as:

Σ̂m×mΣ̂′−1
p×p → Σ̂m×mΣ̂′−1

m×p −→ T 1
m×p = Σ̂m×mΣ̂′−1

m×p (4.10)

Once the transform matrix has been obtained, it comes the building phase. Building
phase uses previous matrices U and V to reconstruct the 12 leads, using Σ̂′

to
transmit the data from the source leads. Therefore, the synthesis of the conventional
12 leads has also to be done in periods of 3 entire beats, corresponding to the n
samples, to match in dimensions with the matrices:

An×m = Ûn×m(T 1
m×pΣ̂′

p×m)V T
m×m (4.11)

Method 2

For the following matrix a more direct method was applied. Starting from both
matrices containing the target and the source leads, it was looked for a direct
transform matrix T 2 that relates them both in the following way:

An×m = A
′
n×pT

2
p×m (4.12)

To solve this equation a least squared method (LSM) is applied using SVD to solve it.
Notice that, once the transform matrix is obtained, there is no need to reconstruct
the leads in periods of 3 beats at a time. Nonetheless it is applied in that way to be
able to compare the correlation numbers at each interval of 3 beats with the other 2
methods.

Method 3

The last one is a mixture of both previously mentioned methods. They are still being
decomposed the matrices with the SVD method as in method 1. Nonetheless, this
time diagonal matrices Σ̂ and Σ̂′

are related by a linear combination of their singular
values σ = [σ1, ..., σm] and σ

′ = [σ′
1, ..., σ

′
p]. It means, eq.4.7 and eq.4.8 are also
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applied. However, this time instead of relating both diagonal matrix directly with a
matrix, which forces to add zeros to the matrix to fit dimension and therefore lose
information, they are related their singular values by:

σ = σ
′tp×m (4.13)

The solution to this equation is easily solved with LSM. Finally, in the building phase
the matrix is obtained via:

An×m = Ûn×m



σ
′t1 0 · · · · · · 0

. . . 0 · · ·
... 0 σ

′ti 0
...

0 . . .

0 · · · σ
′tm


V T

m×m (4.14)
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5Test and results

After developing the circuit and the algorithms, the system needs to be tested to
optimized its software and analyze the different data. In doing this, it is pretended
to study how the system works depending on different parameters (e.g. different
electrode locations) to see its characteristics and determine its capabilities.

To measure the reliability of the synthesized leads they are compared with the
original ones from the following correlation formula:

ρ =
∑n

i=1 xi x̃i√∑n
i=1 x

2
i

√∑n
i=1 x̃

2
i

100 (5.1)

where xi and x̃i correspond to both signals at the same instant of time.

Firstly the performance of the code is verified comparing results with previous
work. Thereafter, V2 precordial lead is synthesized from not-standard subsets of
leads. Within this stage, several test are run to study its behavior. Eventually the
conventional 12 leads are synthesized from a not-standard subset.

5.1 12 lead synthesis from a standard subset

Before using a non-typical electrodes placement to synthesize the standard 12 leads,
the system ought to be compared with previous results from the literature. In order
to do that, results are compared with those in [8], which implies that the procedure
should be as similar as possible as in it. Therefore, recordings taken from PTB
Diagnostic Database [23] are taken to be analyzed. It contains 549 records, each one
including simultaneous measures of the conventional 12 leads. From these records
only 224 are selected, which correspond to those with measures of at least 100 beats.
This condition is established to visualize better if correlation decreases with time.

A training period of 3 beats is taken so that the synthesis of the signal is done
by intervals of 3 beats. Hence, if each record contains 100 beats, 33 intervals are
reconstructed in order to obtain the whole signal. Moreover, in this case amplitude
is normalized and correlation is measured between signals whose RR period has
been normalized to 750 ms.
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The algorithm synthesizes the conventional 12 leads from two different subsets of
the standard 12 leads: I,II,V2 and I,II,III,V2. In doing this, it is pretended to see
an improvement in correlation of the second subset with respect to the first one
since there is more data. In addition, since lead III is obtained by means of the same
electrodes as lead I and II it does not imply any additional comfortability problem to
retrieve the signal but memory space, which is not a problem.

V2 precordial lead is taken as a source lead, instead of another such as V5, because
it is the most perpendicular lead to the frontal plane. Thus, it should allow a better
and less sensitive synthesis of the standard 12 leads.
The synthesis is done in three different ways, corresponding with the three methods
explained in chapter 4 respectively.

Subset Method I II III aVR aVL aVF V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6

I,
II

,V
2

1

94.69 92.88 91.99 94.08 93.31 92.25 94.95 95.74 95.37 95.03 94.67 95.18
93.47 90.92 89.81 92.61 91.66 90.14 93.75 94.62 94.07 93.51 93.33 93.93
93.13 90.53 89.20 92.28 91.28 89.59 93.26 94.24 93.77 93.21 93.08 93.64
93.03 90.42 89.04 92.19 91.20 89.44 93.14 94.12 93.67 93.15 93.04 93.58

2

100.0 100.0 99.77 99.98 99.83 99.76 97.00 100.0 98.01 95.04 94.37 96.30
100.0 100.0 99.56 99.98 99.81 99.74 96.88 100.0 97.92 94.76 94.02 96.03
100.0 100.0 99.43 99.97 99.80 99.72 96.75 100.0 97.82 94.64 93.96 95.99
100.0 100.0 99.40 99.97 99.81 99.72 96.71 100.0 97.81 94.60 93.96 95.95

3

94.82 93.07 92.42 94.30 93.65 92.52 95.91 96.23 95.83 95.96 95.91 95.97
93.48 91.03 90.12 92.63 91.88 90.37 94.58 95.12 94.53 94.37 94.53 94.58
93.08 90.60 89.48 92.24 91.45 89.79 94.11 94.73 94.20 94.08 94.23 94.24
92.96 90.46 89.31 92.13 91.36 89.62 93.98 94.60 94.09 94.03 94.18 94.18

I,
II

,V
2

+
II

I

1

94.91 93.08 92.41 94.31 93.68 92.54 95.63 96.11 95.72 95.72 95.68 95.72
93.53 91.00 90.13 92.63 91.86 90.35 94.31 94.96 94.38 94.10 94.24 94.32
93.17 90.62 89.52 92.27 91.47 89.81 93.86 94.59 94.07 93.84 93.97 94.02
93.07 90.50 89.36 92.19 91.40 89.65 93.74 94.46 93.96 93.79 93.93 93.98

2

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.94 99.98 97.05 100.0 98.07 95.10 94.42 96.33
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.91 99.97 96.87 100.0 97.95 94.73 93.93 95.94
100.0 100.0 100.0 99.99 99.89 99.96 96.71 100.0 97.84 94.59 93.83 95.85
100.0 100.0 100.0 99.99 99.89 99.97 96.65 100.0 97.83 94.53 93.81 95.80

3

94.82 93.07 92.42 94.30 93.65 92.52 95.91 96.23 95.83 95.96 95.91 95.97
93.48 91.03 90.12 92.63 91.88 90.37 94.58 95.12 94.53 94.37 94.53 94.58
93.08 90.60 89.48 92.24 91.45 89.79 94.11 94.73 94.20 94.08 94.23 94.24
92.96 90.46 89.31 92.13 91.36 89.62 93.98 94.60 94.09 94.03 94.18 94.18

Tab. 5.1.: Percentage correlation average from 224 recordings of PTB Database. Values
correspond to the signal with amplitude and period normalization as well. Rows
within each method correspond to the 4th, 15th, 26th and 33rd interval respec-
tively. In cyan are highlighted correlations below 90%.

Notice that although source leads are signals we are retrieving, they are also synthe-
sized just for completion. Nonetheless it is important to remember that its synthesis
is in a practical way useless so that the wrong reconstruction of these will not be
inconvenient.

Results in Tab.5.1 show a similar performance with previous work. However method
1, which is the one used in [8], do not perform exactly equal. This may be due to the
number of records taken to average, which is not the same. Nonetheless, the values
are close with correlations around 93%. Method 3, which also uses SVD, obtains
similar results being unable to decide which method is better.
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On the other hand, method 2, which is a direct linear combination, performs
around values of 97% of correlation, showing the best results in synthesizing the
conventional 12 leads from a standard subset.

The worst correlations arise after the 15th beat interval on the synthesis of lead III
and aVF using method 1 and 3 (marked in Tab.5.1 with cyan). This is possibly due
to the variability of the QT period. It is proven that lead III and aVF present a higher
variability on the QT segment with respect to the others [32]. This causes more error
in SVD methods because they carry on information about 3 beats which may have
different QT periods and although they adapt the signal it is logical to think that the
more variation the more difficult to fit the QT segment with the original one.

A slight tendency to decrease is appreciated in the correlation numbers. However,
it also seems that the difference between the 4th and the 15th interval is bigger
than between 26th and 33rd interval. It may suggest that correlation is probably
stabilizing around a certain value which should be determined later on.

It can also be seen how the addition of lead III, does not worsen the reconstruction.
Although it does not improve at all the method 3, because of a matter of construction
of the transform matrix and the minimization of the error due to the LSM, it certainly
improves the values of correlation in most of the leads synthesized by the other two
methods .

As a conclusion, matrices performance fulfills the requirements of the project being
able to synthesize with equal or higher accuracy compared to current literature. This
assures that the algorithm is working properly to start testing with not-standard
subsets.

5.2 V2 lead synthesis from a not-standard subset

Once the methods of creating the transform matrices have been proved, the following
step is testing the performance of the algorithm under different conditions and
analyze how responds. To do that, from a not-standard subset it will be tested
the synthesis of the subset composed by lead I,II,III and V2. The fact of doing this
intermediate step before synthesizing the standard 12 leads simplifies the set up
to run the tests and allows to obtain the same information about the algorithms.
Actually, if this subset is well synthesized it directly implies that the whole set of 12
leads can be reconstructed since it has been proven in 5.1.
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The not-standard subsets ought to be comfortable. Therefore, they are composed by
the 3 limb leads and a not-standard lead. There are three candidates to play as a
not-standard lead. All of them have the same reference or negative electrode, which
is placed on the nape since it is the most comfortable and available position, which
in addition lays on the back of the body to provide the needed information about
the sagittal axis. Then, the three different positions for the positive electrode are:
above the sternum, in the left side of the neck and the WCT.

Another important thing to bear in mind while running the tests and analyzing the
results is the diversity of patients, which is the following:

Subject Gender Age Height (cm) Weight (kg) HR (bpm) Comments
1 Male 48 179 83 70 Sedentary
2 Female 46 162 60 55 Runner
3 Male 22 190 70 57 Diabetic

Tab. 5.2.: Subjects that participate in the different tests

Studying different subjects is compulsory in order to validate the results. The shape
of the leads is so different in each person to the point that it can be a biometric
signal to distinguish among people. That distinction is caused by differences in
the orientation of the heart, its composition, size, etc. In Tab 5.2 are presented 3
different patients with different characteristics.
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Limb and V2 leads shape on different subject
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Fig. 5.1.: Shape variability of the limb leads from 3 differents subjects and its V2 precordial
lead to compare the shapes.

In 5.1 it can be appreciated different shapes for the same leads, corresponding to
lead I,II,III from subject 1,2 and 3 respectively. They are compared at the end with
V2 lead, which is the target lead of this experiment. It is to highlight the fact that
subject 1 shows a QRS complex on lead III similar to V2 lead. This implies that V2
lead can be synthesize without the aid of a not-standard lead perpendicular to the
frontal plane because it can be retrieved from a combination of the 3 limb leads.
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However this is not the general case but a particularity of a subject, since it is not
replied for subjects 2 and 3.

5.2.1 Period and number of beats

The tests are run with 2 fixed parameters, which are the period at which the RR
intervals are normalized, and the number of beats taken by interval.

RR intervals are normalized to 750 ms corresponding to 80 bpm, which is the normal
heart rate of an adult. The value is then a reference, which may not be the optimum.
Nonetheless, since we are using eq. 4.1 in order to contract or expand periods, it
must be taken into account the exactness of the formula. It means, for periods way
too short or too long, the result may not keep the shape of the original one (e.g. 200
ms or 5000 ms).
It is also unpractical to set that value to the average rate of the sample because
neither shows a clear improvement (the system does not work better for subject
1 than it does for subject 2) nor the whole sample would be accessible when the
systems works at real time.

Beats per interval are settled as 3 beats in order to build transform matrices and
reconstruct the signals. The number of beats should not be 1 or 2 since it is better
to have an average information of the beats, at least 3 [8]. On the other hand, it
cannot be too high since it is directly related with the time to synthesize the signal
and it implies therefore a waiting time. In addition, it also increases significantly the
dimension of matrices and therefore the processing time of the code.

5.2.2 Time correlation

It is of great importance to study if the synthesized signal and the original measure
lose correlation during time as in 5.1. A visible degradation would imply the necessity
either of an adaptive matrix or periodically calibrations of the matrices to reconstruct
the signal.

To study the accuracy of the synthesized signal depending on time, samples of 3
minutes are stored and analyzed. V2 lead is synthesized from a not-standard subset
composed by the three limb leads and the not-standard lead coming from the nape
to the top of the sternum.

Correlation is analyzed within the same sample but also in samples from the fol-
lowing days and weeks as well. Every obtained sample can be analyzed to study its
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correlation and there are also plenty of combinations for reconstructing a certain
V2 lead of a subject using transform matrices previously calculated from another
sample of the same subject. Because of that, this section is introducing just the most
interesting and representative cases.
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Fig. 5.2.: V2 lead synthesis of subject 2 with transform matrices obtained from the same
sample.
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Fig. 5.3.: Artifact movements affecting the original signal (blue line) and the V2 lead
reconstruction. It corresponds to the 9th interval of Fig.5.2

In Fig.5.2 it can be seen how method 2 performs clearly worse in V2 lead reconstruc-
tion using transform matrices obtained from the same analyzed sample. This may be
due to the interference coupled within the source leads, which result in a V2 lead
with interference as well. Moreover, it is more sensitive as it can be seen in Fig.5.3,
where an artifact of movement affecting lead I and lead III become a miscalculation
in V2 lead.
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Instead, V2 lead is better synthesized by methods 1 and 3. This has sense because
both methods use SVD that use matrices with previous information about the shape
of the original V2, which does not have so much interference as the rest of leads.
Therefore, it is obtained a cleaner signal similar to the original one except little
modifications coming from the different weights of the diagonal matrix.
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Fig. 5.4.: V2 lead synthesis of subject 1 with transform matrices obtained from a week
before the synthesized signal.
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Fig. 5.5.: RR interval period variation from 500 ms to 1000 ms. It corresponds to the 43rd
interval of Fig.5.4

It cannot be appreciated a clearly decrease in correlation in any figure during the 3
minutes. It is usually higher at the beginning but then it stabilizes around a certain
value.
Fig.5.4 shows similar results to that in Fig.5.2. However, these results are gotten by
applying transform matrices computed a week before the synthesized signal. This
test then confirms that correlation is not loss at least until a week after the synthesis
of the transform matrices. Therefore, each person has its own matrix according to its
body characteristics and, in principle, it does not change. However, it could happen
for longer periods that these matrices ought to be calibrated. In doing this, it could
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be checked if matrix remains equal and in case not, it could be because an internal
physiological change within the patient.

Notice that Fig.5.2 and Fig.5.4 shows a big drop on correlation at a certain moment.
Fig.5.3 and Fig.5.5 plots these intervals, where it can be observed that the errors are
caused by two reasons. First one is by movement artifacts, which has been already
explained. It affects more method 2 than methods 1 and 3. The other reason, which
is presented in Fig.5.5 is suddenly changes in HR. Whereas the normal RR period
for this subject is about 850 ms, it produces two consecutive beats of 500 ms and
1s. This is an abnormality of the heart since it doubles the time from one beat to
another. However, it was detected just once but it must be taken into account that
when using this system the HR should remain within a certain range in order to
obtain reliable results.
It can also be observed how after these abnormality, HR comes back to normality
and the signals fits better. Nonetheless, sometimes delay of about 20 ms on the T
wave provoked by the normalization and posterior reconstruction of the original
period can be visualized.

Comparing SVD methods a better one cannot be chosen since they obtain similar
correlations. However, method 3 has shown more regular results in the sense of
presenting less drops of correlations in situations where method 1 does it.

5.2.3 Body position

According to the model and the lead theory, a change either in position or orientation
of the heart should become a change in the leads as well. Hence, measures in sitting
or standing positions should show a difference if heart is displaced or reoriented.
To test it, transform matrices from a standing position are applied to synthesize
measures taken in sitting position (and viceversa).

Results in Fig.5.11 and Fig.5.7 show no remarkable differences, that is to say, it
cannot be certainly distinguished if the synthesized signal is the result of applying
its own transformation matrices or the ones obtained in the different position.
A plausible explanation for that results may be that heart do not change its position
when sitting or standing. Although it is true that blood pressure changes and hence
HR, heart position within the volume of the thorax may change vaguely.
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Fig. 5.6.: V2 lead synthesis of subject 2 in sitting position using transform matrices obtained
in standing position.

Fig. 5.7.: V2 lead synthesis of subject 3 in standing position using transform matrices
obtained in sitting position.

5.2.4 Electrode position

The not-standard lead should be acquired from comfortable electrode positioning. It
means, the electrode should be easily wearable. In addition, they have to be placed
so that they carry on information related with depth of the body. Therefore, the best
available part of the body that fulfills the characteristics is the neck. Around the
neck, it seems intuitive that the nape is the best part to place one electrode since it
is at the posterior part of our body, thus it can form a lead vector within the sagittal
axis if the other electrode is place somewhere on the front part of the body. Taking
this electrode as the reference, the other electrode positions selected have been:
left-side of the neck, just above the sternum and the WCT. Another point which is
not tested but it is interesting as well is (ΦR + ΦL)/2.
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Fig. 5.8.: Correlations using different not-standard electrode position to synthesize V2 lead.
In blue, the positive electrodes is place above the sternum, whereas red and
orange represent locations on the left-side of the neck and in the WCT respectively.
The reference electrodes is always at the nape.

From the results plotted in Fig.5.8 it can be said that although there is not a location
whose performance is clearly better than the others, it is to highlight that WCT
position is quite stable during time and it seems be over the rest. Therefore, for the
synthesis of the conventional 12 leads, this is the position used.

5.2.5 V2 sensibility location

V2 electrode should be placed at the 4th intercostal space. However, it cannot
be expected to place it correctly the whole time neither by researchers nor by
professionals. For that reason, it is necessary to do a test to see how the results vary
depending on its location.

The test is performed in two different positions: 4th intercostal space and approx-
imately 3 cm below. This test consist in seeing how is reconstructed the V2 lead
with transform matrices provided by the set that contains the electrode placed 3 cm
below from where V2 it is supposed to be.

Similar results on correlation can be appreciated on Fig.5.9. To discard any pecu-
liarity with the subject, another test is performed with subject 3 and results are the
same as with subject 1.
With this test is confirmed that there is a region around V2 electrode location where
the signal do not present any remarkable change, so that it is not sensitive to little
displacements. Nonetheless, it should be placed as carefully as possible.
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Fig. 5.9.: Subject 1. V2 lead synthesized with matrices obtained 3 cm below V2 electrode
location.

5.3 12-lead synthesis test

Once it is proved that V2 synthesis can be done with precision it is time to extend
the measures to synthesize the conventional 12 leads.

The final subset of not-standard leads chosen to perform the 12-lead synthesis is
the one compound by the three limb leads and a not-standard lead formed by an
electrode at the nape and the WCT. It is to be said that apart from being a comfortable
and stable location it also retrieves a signal with an amplitude equal to the rest, so
that there is no necessity of using a different type of channel and changing the gain.
Therefore, other commercial ECG modules could apply this lead.

Fig. 5.10.: Not-standard subset composed by 5 electrodes, which will retrieved the limb
leads and a not-standard lead from the nape to the WCT.
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To perform that test, the subject is measured 6 times to record each precordial lead.
Each time is also stored the information about the limb leads, the not-standard lead
and the respective precordial lead.
Ideally, samples would be taken simultaneously at the same time. Since this is not
possible, it is assumed that precordial leads will maintain its shape and rhythm so
that if measures are taken as continuous as possible it would not be appreciated
any difference with a measured taken simultaneously. This mishap force to compute
the correlation with normalized periods, since the 6 precordial signals must be
synchronized.
Additionally the augmented leads are not measured so that there are not synthe-
sized with any of the previous methods. However, it is strongly accepted that the
augmented leads can be obtained by means of the limb leads as stated in eq.2.7 so
that they are plotted also following these relations.

In 5.11 are plotted the conventional 12 leads (blue line) and the synthesized ones
(red,orange and purple lines respectively). As it can be seen, the original signal is
vaguely visible, since it is overlap by the red and the purple one, corresponding to
methods 1 and 3 with correlation percentages around 97%. In method 2 instead
can be distinguished several peaks caused by artifacts because of its sensitivity
correlation oscillates around 75%.
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Fig. 5.11.: Standard 12 leads reconstruction of subject 3.
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6Conclusion

It has been designed a low cost system of n channels, that allows to take ECG
measures at clinical and ambulatory environments. It obtains 4 different leads: 3
standard leads, which are the lead I,II and III and a not-standard lead between the
nape and the Wilson Central Terminal. From this subset of leads it is possible to
synthesize the conventional 12 leads with a correlation with respect the original
measure of around 97%.

Due to the impossibility of finding an only transform matrix for the whole popula-
tion, it has been proposed a patient-specific transform matrix system. This implies
an initial training phase where the matrix must be calibrated with the particular
characteristics of the individual (e.g. heart orientation). In order to that the patient
must be connected the first time at the 12-lead ECG to obtain information to create
the transform matrices. Afterwards, as the results has not shown loss in correlation
the system is supposed to work only with the not-standard subset, which improves
comfortability. However, posterior calibrations would be recommended to help
improving the system. It would detect, additionally, physiological changes since it is
what implies a change in the transform matrix. Therefore, children would need to
that calibration more often since they are constantly growing.

In order to apply the transform matrices there has been tested 3 different methods,
two of them consisting in Singular Value Decomposition techniques and another one
that is a direct linear combination.
It has been proved that SVD methods present better results in correlation,around 97
%, than the direct method, which oscillates around 75 % because of the sensitivity
of this last one to movement artifacts. Therefore, as the system should work for
ambulatory environments, SVD methods are the best option to take.
Comparing both SVD methods, the second one has shown to be more stable present-
ing less correlation drops. This may be due to the zero padding performed during
the synthesis of the transform matrix of the first method, from which may emerge a
loss of information that the third method has not.

Summing up, in previous work [33] a system using the three limb electrodes (and
the reference) was able to provide the three limb leads and the augmented ones.
The system is as simple as placing your feet onto a weight scale and grabbing with
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your hands two balls (see Fig.6.1). Then, what this project has provided is a method
of obtaining additionally the 6 precordial leads just by adding one more electrode in
the nape, which may be presented in a form of necklace. In doing this, there is no
need to shave the hair, take off the clothes and not even necessity of knowing how
to locate the intercostal spaces, so that it results in a low cost system more usable by
people themselves, which must be also taken into account.

Fig. 6.1.: ECG portable system to obtain 6 leads [33].

6.1 Future Outlook

The system needs to be tested in a clinical environment for diagnosing. It means,
shape of the leads is similar but it does not ensure the capacity to detect myocardial
infarctions, ischemia, etc. Because of that reason, different ECGs should be evaluated
to see if the diagnostic coincides with the one offered by the 12-lead ECG and why,
writing down important parameters to diagnose such as QT or ST segments. However,
it should be remembered that the system is not to diagnose but to monitor the ECG.

In addition, it would be needed more statistical data to improve the algorithms
like Pan-Tompkins or the equation to normalize the period. At the end, the system
is limited by these factors which should be standardize to the largest amount of
population.
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AMain Code

Here it is presented a part of the code used to test and synthesized V2 precordial
lead:

%% File and Signal Selection
[file,path]=uigetfile('C:\Whatever\*.txt','Select a file');
A=load(fullfile(path,file)); % A matrix containing the leads

%% Parameters
columnleads=[2 3 4 5 6]; % Columns where leads are inside A
[n,m]=size(A(:,columnleads)); % Number of samples and leads
source=[1 2 3 5]; % Position of the source leads among the whole set
nsource=length(source); ntarget=m-nsource; % # of source and target leads
firstbeat=1; beatrange=3; beatint=firstbeat:firstbeat+beatrange; % 1st beat
% from where training begins and interval defined by a certain # of beats
per=750; % Beat-to-beat period normalization (ms)
fs=1000; % Sample frequency

%% Cleaning Phase
for j=columnleads % Loop over leads to substract the mean

A(:,j)=detrend(A(:,j)); % -mean(A(:,j));
end
% HPF 3rd order Butterworth at 0.5 Hz
[b,a]=butter(3,0.5/(fs/2),'high');
A(:,columnleads)=filtfilt(b,a,A(:,columnleads));
% Notch filter at 50 Hz.
w0=50/(fs/2); bw=w0/35;[ze,po]=iirnotch(w0,bw);
A(:,columnleads)=filtfilt(ze,po,A(:,columnleads));
for j=columnleads % Loop over leads to substract the mean

A(:,j)=detrend(A(:,j));%-mean(A(:,j));
end

%% Training phase
% Training phase (TP) to obtain necessary matrices for synthesized
[beatspos,U,V,T1,T2,T3]=tp(A(:,columnleads),fs,beatint,per,source,m,nsource);
% When no tp is needed, beats positions must be searched with pan_tompkin
% [~,beatspos,~]=pan_tompkin(A(:,columnleads(1)),fs,0);
if exist('T3')==0 % If no TP -> U,V and transform matrices must be selected
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[file,path]=uigetfile('C:\Whatever\T1\*.txt','Select matrix T1');
T1=load(fullfile(path,file));
[file,path]=uigetfile('C:\Whatever\T2\*.txt','Select matrix T2');
T2=load(fullfile(path,file));
[file,path]=uigetfile('C:\Whatever\T3\*.txt','Select matrix T3');
T3=load(fullfile(path,file));
[file,path]=uigetfile('C:\Whatever\U\*.txt','Select matrix U');
U=load(fullfile(path,file));
[file,path]=uigetfile('C:\Whatever\V\*.txt','Select matrix V');
V=load(fullfile(path,file));
end
save('C:\Whatever\T1\T1.txt','T1','-ascii','-double','-tabs');
save('C:\Whatever\T2\T2.txt','T2','-ascii','-double','-tabs');
save('C:\Whatever\T3\T3.txt','T3','-ascii','-double','-tabs');
save('C:\Whatever\U\U.txt','U','-ascii','-double','-tabs');
save('C:\Whatever\V\V.txt','V','-ascii','-double','-tabs');

%% Last beat selection
% Lastbeat used in the code, end of the last beat interval
lastbeat=length(beatspos); % (therefore no synthesized)
% Lastbeat must be a # with residus 1 after dividing by the # of beats
%synthesized at a time
while mod(lastbeat-firstbeat+1,beatrange)~=1

lastbeat=lastbeat-1; % Substracting until find the lastbeat
end

%% Preallocation
% Synthesized ECG so that beat-to-beat period corresponds to the original
rECG1=zeros(beatspos(lastbeat)-beatspos(firstbeat),m);
rECG2=zeros(beatspos(lastbeat)-beatspos(firstbeat),m);
rECG3=zeros(beatspos(lastbeat)-beatspos(firstbeat),m);
% Synthesized ECG with normalized beat-to-beat periods
tECG1=zeros(per*(lastbeat-firstbeat)/beatrange,m);
tECG2=zeros(per*(lastbeat-firstbeat)/beatrange,m);
tECG3=zeros(per*(lastbeat-firstbeat)/beatrange,m);
% Synthesized ECG with normalized beat-to-beat periods
ECG=zeros(per*(lastbeat-firstbeat)/beatrange,m);
% Step deciding where to begin next interval
beatrange2=beatrange;
% Matrix to keep the correlations of all the intervals
R1=zeros(m,(lastbeat-firstbeat)/beatrange2);
R2=zeros(m,(lastbeat-firstbeat)/beatrange2);
R3=zeros(m,(lastbeat-firstbeat)/beatrange2);
% Matrix to keep the correlations of all the intervals
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C1=zeros(m,(lastbeat-firstbeat)/beatrange2);
C2=zeros(m,(lastbeat-firstbeat)/beatrange2);
C3=zeros(m,(lastbeat-firstbeat)/beatrange2);
% Correlation of the whole synthesized signal (period normalized)
rho1=zeros(1,m); rho2=zeros(1,m); rho3=zeros(1,m);
% Correlation of the whole reconstructed signal (original period)
cor1=zeros(1,m); cor2=zeros(1,m); cor3=zeros(1,m);

%% Building phase
iq=1; % Indexing
% Loop over the number of desired intervals
for q=firstbeat:beatrange2:lastbeat-beatrange

beatint=q:q+beatrange; % Interval synthesized
ind=beatspos(beatint); % Beats synthesized
[ECG1,ECG2,ECG3,nECG]=bp(A(:,columnleads),per,source,ind,m,nsource,U,...
T1,T2,T3,V); % Synthesized ECG and normalized original ECG signals
% Append synthsized signals
tECG1(beatrange*(iq-1)*per+1:beatrange*per*iq,:)=ECG1;
tECG2(beatrange*(iq-1)*per+1:beatrange*per*iq,:)=ECG2;
tECG3(beatrange*(iq-1)*per+1:beatrange*per*iq,:)=ECG3;
ECG(beatrange*(iq-1)*per+1:beatrange*per*iq,:)=nECG;
% Loop over the leads to convert the synthesized signal to the original
% signal with the original period
for j=1:m

rECG1(ind(1)-beatspos(firstbeat)+1:(ind(end)-beatspos(firstbeat))...
,j)=reconstruct(ind,ECG1(:,j),per);

rECG2(ind(1)-beatspos(firstbeat)+1:(ind(end)-beatspos(firstbeat)),...
j)=reconstruct(ind,ECG2(:,j),per);

rECG3(ind(1)-beatspos(firstbeat)+1:(ind(end)-beatspos(firstbeat)),...
j)=reconstruct(ind,ECG3(:,j),per);

end
% Appending correlations from the intervals
R1(:,iq)=correlation(ECG1,nECG,m);
R2(:,iq)=correlation(ECG2,nECG,m);
R3(:,iq)=correlation(ECG3,nECG,m);

C1(:,iq)=correlation(A(beatspos(beatint(1)):beatspos(beatint(end))-1...
,columnleads),rECG1(ind(1)-beatspos(firstbeat)+1:(ind(end)-...
beatspos(firstbeat)),:),m);
C2(:,iq)=correlation(A(beatspos(beatint(1)):beatspos(beatint(end))-1...
,columnleads),rECG2(ind(1)-beatspos(firstbeat)+1:(ind(end)-...
beatspos(firstbeat)),:),m);
C3(:,iq)=correlation(A(beatspos(beatint(1)):beatspos(beatint(end))-1...
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,columnleads),rECG3(ind(1)-beatspos(firstbeat)+1:(ind(end)-...
beatspos(firstbeat)),:),m);
iq=iq+1;

end
for i=1:m %Loop over the leads to compute correlations

rho1(i)=correlation(tECG1(:,i),ECG(:,i),1);
rho2(i)=correlation(tECG2(:,i),ECG(:,i),1);
rho3(i)=correlation(tECG3(:,i),ECG(:,i),1);
cor1(i)=correlation(rECG1(:,i),A(beatspos(firstbeat):...

(beatspos(lastbeat)-1),columnleads(i)),1);
cor2(i)=correlation(rECG2(:,i),A(beatspos(firstbeat):...

(beatspos(lastbeat)-1),columnleads(i)),1);
cor3(i)=correlation(rECG3(:,i),A(beatspos(firstbeat):...

(beatspos(lastbeat)-1),columnleads(i)),1);
end
[rho1;cor1;rho2;cor2;rho3;cor3]
%% FUNCTIONS
function [beatspos,rU,V,T1,T2,T3]=tp(A,fs,beatint,per,source,m,p)
[~,beatspos,~]=pan_tompkin(A(:,1),fs,0);
ind=beatspos(beatint);
int=length(beatint)-1;
nECG=zeros(per*int,m);
for j=1:m

for i=1:int
aux=period(A(ind(i):(ind(i+1)-1),j),per);
nECG((i-1)*per+1:i*per,j)=aux;

end
end
[U,S,V]=svd(nECG); rU=U(:,1:m);
rS=S(1:m,:);
[~,s,~]=svd(nECG(:,source));
rs=s(1:p,:);
is=inv(rs);
is=[is ; zeros(m-p,p)];
T1=rS*is;
T2=lsm(nECG(:,source),nECG(:,:));
T3=lsm(diag(s)',diag(S)');
end
function [ECG1,ECG2,ECG3,nECG]=bp(A,per,source,ind,m,p,U,T1,T2,T3,V)
int=length(ind)-1;
nECG=zeros(per*int,m);
for j=1:m
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for i=1:int
aux=period(A(ind(i):(ind(i+1)-1),j),per);
nECG((i-1)*per+1:i*per,j)=aux;

end
end
[~,s,~]=svd(nECG(:,source));
rs=s(1:p,:);
Z1=[T1*rs zeros(m,m-p)];
ECG1=U*Z1*V';
ECG2=nECG(:,source)*T2;
Z2=diag((diag(rs)'*T3)',0);
ECG3=U*Z2*V';
end
function [rECG]=reconstruct(ind,nECG,per)
rECG=zeros(ind(end)-ind(1),1); int=length(ind)-1;
for i=1:int

aux=period(nECG((i-1)*per+1:per*i),ind(i+1)-ind(i));
rECG((ind(i)-ind(1)+1):(ind(i+1)-ind(1)))=aux;

end
end
function x=period(ecg,n)
n=n+1;
m=length(ecg);
x=zeros(1,n-1);
for j=1:n-1

rj=(j-1)*(m-1)/(n-1)+1;
x(j)=ecg(floor(rj))+(ecg(floor(rj)+1)-ecg(floor(rj)))*(rj-floor(rj));

end
end
function rho=correlation(simECG,expECG,numcor)
rho=zeros(numcor,1);
for i=1:numcor

rho(i)=rho(i)+(expECG(:,i)'*simECG(:,i))*100/(sqrt(expECG(:,i)'*...
... expECG(:,i))*sqrt(simECG(:,i)'*simECG(:,i)));

end
end
function x=lsm(A,b)
[U,S,V]=svd(A); G=S';
for i=1:min(size(G))

G(i,i)=1/S(i,i);
end
x=V*G*U'*b;
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%r=b-A*x; e=norm(r);
end
%% THE END
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